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1/139 Bagnall Beach Road, Corlette, NSW 2315

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: Townhouse

Dane  Queenan

0249842000

Tristan Esquilant

0249842000

https://realsearch.com.au/1-139-bagnall-beach-road-corlette-nsw-2315
https://realsearch.com.au/dane-queenan-real-estate-agent-from-prd-port-stephens-
https://realsearch.com.au/tristan-esquilant-real-estate-agent-from-prd-port-stephens


$930,000

This coastal haven is immaculately presented and just a short stroll away from the sun-kissed sands of Bagnalls Beach.

This exquisite double-storey residence is not just a home; it's a sanctuary where comfort meets coastal charm.Upon

arrival, be greeted by an enchanting courtyard, enveloped in lush greenery and secure boundaries, offering a private

retreat where the worries of the world melt away. This meticulously landscaped oasis sets the stage for the impeccable

standards upheld throughout this remarkable property.Step inside to a haven of light and space. The loungeroom beckons

with its airy ambiance, adorned with a palette of crisp hues and elegant neutral tiles that dance beneath your feet,

amplifying the sense of tranquillity and serenity.An open-plan design seamlessly merges the kitchen, dining and second

living area,  effortlessly creating an inviting expanse. Culinary delights come to life in the gourmet kitchen, boasting ample

storage, sleek black stone countertops and high-end stainless steel appliances. Beyond lies the undercover entertaining

area, a haven for alfresco gatherings with your loved ones.Ascend the staircase to discover three blissful bedrooms, each

adorned with built-in wardrobes offering abundant storage solutions. The master suite is a retreat in itself, featuring a

luxurious ensuite complete with a corner spa bath, a walk-in wardrobe and a private balcony, beckoning you to savour

moments of solitude amidst the coastal breeze.Completing the upper level is a radiant main bathroom, where indulgence

awaits in the form of a relaxing bath, providing the perfect sanctuary for unwinding after a day of coastal adventures.

Meanwhile, a convenient separate toilet downstairs ensures practicality meets comfort seamlessly.This exceptional

residence is further complemented by an internal laundry, ducted air conditioning, and secure parking for two vehicles,

elevating the standard of coastal living to unparalleled heights.The location is second to none being a short approx. 300m

walk to Bagnalls Beach and perfectly positioned between local amenities including The Anchorage Marina & Resort,

Salamander Bay Shopping Precinct and Nelson Bay CBD offering access to plenty of shops, restaurants, cafes, medical

centre and more. Embrace the coastal lifestyle you've always dreamed of in this meticulously curated sanctuary, where

every detail has been crafted with the utmost care and consideration. Experience the epitome of coastal elegance and

make this haven your own before someone else does. Please contact Dane Queenan on 0412 351819, Tristan Esquilant

on 0435 642 942 or Erin Sharp on 0400 560 067 to arrange your own private appointment or to receive a full information

package including recent sales, building & pest reports, contract for sale and rental appraisals.Disclaimer:All information

contained herein is gathered from sources we deem reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and act as a

messenger only in passing on the details. Interested parties should rely on their own enquiries. Some of our properties are

marketed from time to time without a price guide at the vendors request. This website may have filtered the property into

a price bracket for website functionality purposes. Any personal information given to us during the course of the

campaign will be kept on our database for follow up and to market other services and opportunities unless instructed in

writing. https://www.prd.com.au/portstephens/privacy-terms-conditions/


